a is a Fortran 95 Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) engine to explore the cosmological parameter space, plus a Python suite for plotting and presenting results. This document describes the installation of the CosmoMC on a Linux system b . It is written for those who want to use it in their scientific research but without much training on Linux and the program. Besides a step-by-step installation guide, we also give a brief introduction of how to run the program on both a desktop and a cluster. We share our way to generate the plots that are commonly used in the cosmological references. For more information, one can refer to the CosmoCoffee c forum or contact the authors of this document. Questions and comments would be much appreciated.
Learn, Discuss, and Contribute
For a successful installation and running of CosmoMC, the following prerequisites are required:
• Intel@Fortran Compiler (version 13+) (https://software.intel.com/en-us/fortran-compilers)
• Open MPI (http://www.open-mpi.org)
• CFITSIO (http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/fitsio/fitsio.html)
• HEALPix (http://healpix.sourceforge.net)
• WMAP or Planck likelihood data (http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/dr5/likelihood_get.cfm)
The rest of the document is organized as follows. In Section I, we guide you to install the prerequisites and likelihood data that are necessary for a successful compilation of CosmoMC. In Section II, we give a brief introduction of how to run the program and the way to generate the plots that one usually sees in the references of cosmology. FAQs about running the program are also presented.
(your own installing path)/intel/composer xe 2013 sp1.3.174. 5. Set the environment variable. Enter the home directory (for me, this is /home/limh) and run: $ vim .bashrc Add the following command line at the end of the .bashrc file [4] The installation of HEALPix is a little bit bothersome. One can build the facilities with a number of compilers, i.e. C, C++, Fortran, Python, etc. In this guidebook, we use the Fortran compiler approach. 1. Untar the source file and run ./configure. For the untar directory is just the installation directory, it is suggested that you copy the source file into the directory /home/limh/Programs/ before you untar it.
$ cp /home/limh/Downloads/Healpix 3.11 2013Apr24.tar.gz /home/limh/Programs/ $ cd /home/limh/Programs $ tar -zvxf Healpix 3.11 2013Apr24.tar.gz $ ./configure After doing this, you will see a menu with several options. Choose the Fortran compiling options and then follow the self-explanatory guidelines it gives. Do not edit the default compiling options and settings for the compilers if you don't know what it means. You will be asked to give the name of your Fortran compiler (just type in ifort) and the installation path of cfitsio (i.e. /home/limh/Programs/cfitsio). When it goes back to the starting menu, type in '0' and then press Enter to exit. 2. Run 'make' to build the facilities.
$ make $ make test Seeing a successful message means you have successfully installed HEALPix.
. If you want to use the Planck data in your study, then you have to build it as the WMAP likelihood data. The procedure is somewhat different [6] . 1. Go to http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme_planck.html. Use the hyperlink it provides to download the source file plc-1.0.tar.gz. $ make $ make getdist After running make getdist, you will find that a file named getdist generated in the cosmomc root directory. Then you can go to the cosmomc root directory to run CosmoMC.
If you get error message like 'libimf.so: warning: feupdateenv is not implemented and will always fail', just add '-limf' (or '-limf -lm') to the FFLAGS (options of the compiler) in the Makefile in the directory /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc/source. It tells the compiler to link not only the math libraries of the Intel compilers but also those of the system [5] . The Makefile would look like ... F90C = ifort FFLAGS = -openmp -fast -w -fpp2 -limf ...
II. RUNNING COSMOMC AND GENERATING PLOTS A. On a Desktop
Every time you modify the code, it is recommended that you first 'make' the CosmoMC on your own desktop to make sure it there is no errors or warnings during the compile. You can use the test.ini or params generic.ini provided in the root directory of cosmomc to do this. A detailed description of the files and folders in the root directory of CosmoMC is given in the readme.html file in its root directory, which is also available on the website http://cosmologist.info/cosmomc/readme.html. $ cd /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc $ mkdir plot data $ mpirun -np 2 ./getdist distgeneric.ini 3. Use Python to generate the plots. Before doing this, one has to copy all the files in the cosmomc/python/ directory (most essential the GetDistPlot.py) to the root directory of CosmoMC (for me, it is /home/limh/workspace /cosmomc).
$ cp /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc/python/*.* /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc 4. Then you can go to the Ubuntu Software Center to download and install the IDLE(using Python-2.7) (an integrated development environment for python using Python-2.7).
(1) After successfully installing IDLE(using Python-2.7), click the icon to start it. It will start a new window titled 'Python 2.7.6 Shell'. (2) Click 'File → Open', go to the directory /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc and choose test.py (or test tri.py) to open. Then another window will pop out, displaying the content of the 'test.py' file (or 'test tri.py' file). (3) Then press F5 on the keyboard to run the script. If everything works fine, there would be a pdf file named test.pdf (or test tri.pdf) generated in the directory /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc. That is the parameter plot one expects from the CosmoMC.
B. On a Cluster
A full implementation of CosmoMC needs a cluster environment. To have it run on a cluster, one should first successfully make it (see Section II, A. Compiling CosmoMC) on his own desktop. Then one has to write a jobsubmit script in the root directory of CosmoMC and have it run in the Terminal of the cluster. A job-submit script is just a text file written in the bash language telling the cluster how to run the program. It specifies the root directory of CosmoMC, the nodes and cores on which you want to run CosmoMC, and the name and path of the output files in which you want the feedbacks and error messages (if there are any) to be saved, etc. Samples of a PBS(Protable Batch System) job-submit script are easy to obtain on the Internet.
Here we give our job-submit script sample below. It is written as neatly as possible for the beginners. One can copy the file and edit it as appropriate for your own machine. It is named limhsub.sh and placed in the directory /ihepbatch/mbhd01/user/liyangrong/liminghua/limh/cosmomc/ on the cluster. To submit a job-submit script, one can use the command qsub, following the name of the script file. For more information about job submission, just 'google' the Torque or PBS system, or consult with your system administrator for more support. libibverbs: Warning: RLIMIT MEMLOCK is 32768 bytes. This will severely limit memory registrations. ... and the .out file like
The OpenFabrics (openib) BTL failed to initialize while trying to allocate some locked memory. This typically can indicate that the memlock limits are set too low. For most HPC installations, the memlock limits should be set to "unlimited". The failure occured here:
Local host: mbh023 OMPI source: btl openib.c:872 Function: ompi free list init ex new() Device: mlx4 0 Memlock limit: 32768 ... you may need to consult with your system administrator to get this problem fixed [7] .
2. (On a desktop or cluster) If you get error message like:
libimf.so: warning: feupdateenv is not implemented and will always fail ... just add '-limf' (or '-limf -lm') to the FFLAGS (options of the compiler) in the Makefile in the source folder in the root directory of CosmoMC (for me, this is /home/limh/workspace/cosmomc/source). It tells the compiler to link not only the math libraries of the Intel compilers but also those of the system [5] . The Makefile would look like ... F90C = ifort FFLAGS = -openmp -fast -w -fpp2 -limf ...
